
Sample email to justify cost to local party, candidate, or elected official
asked to purchase registered voter list:

Only certain people can request this list from the state. If you need to ask someone else to buy this list for you, here
is a sample email you can use to help justify this cost. You can copy and paste or edit as necessary to fit your needs.

~ AmberHaskew@gmail.com

(Name),

After our meeting tonight, I was very encouraged. We have assembled a team that is ready to
launch into double-checking our registered voter list in ___city/co._____. In some areas, this
process has found as many problems as 30% of the register lists being bad. While we don't know
what we will find until we look in our area, I think it is a very valuable process. Can you please
purchase two lists for us?

1) The full list of registered voters in ____ city/co.____, and
2) The last four years of voter history

First, ______team leader______ is willing to lead the Lynchburg portion of this effort. (YAY!)
Second, _____local mailer company______ is willing to run an automatic comparison of these
two lists against two other lists that he already has access to which will automatically sort and
red-flag people who have moved or died. (DOUBLE YAY!!) This comparison will create a much
smaller list of flagged voter registrations that our team can then investigate individually. I think
this plan can have a significant impact. We already have _# of__ volunteers who are willing to
help out on this effort.

These purchased lists will be incredibly invaluable to both our Election Integrity and our Get Out
The VOTE teams, so I see this purchase as having several significant, positive impacts on our
efforts. Also, this is what the $____ from ______ was donated to help with, so this donation is
already allocated for this purchase.

We mutually decided that it is very important to our team that this list not be used to benefit any
primary or convention Republican candidate over another but for our joint efforts to keep the
playing field level. This is an understanding among our leaders and to facilitate that, our plan is
to set up certain days, probably Mondays, where volunteers come together and work on the list,
so that this list does not go home with any single volunteer unless they are very well known
personally to our staff as strong, active Republicans. This will protect the list from getting spread
around and will provide accountability for the volunteer hours people say they are willing to do.

FYI - _____local volunteer_________ volunteered to do a FOIA to see if any of the Zuckerburg
grant money came to our area.

Let me know if you have any questions. If at all possible, I'd love to get the list ordered right
away so there is a chance we can start working on it in two weeks at this group's first
work-session.

Sincerely,
(YOUR NAME)


